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There are two diametric approaches towards social engagement of business and corporations in development. One approach relies on the voluntaristic aspect of business to act and operate responsibly and the other on the regulatory framework in which private sector should be held accountable for their operation. It is of no surprise to see that the proponents of the former then campaign ‘responsibility’ whereas the supporter of the latter stride for ‘accountability’. The debate of responsibility vs. accountability has certainly become more complicated at the empirical and practical level. While corporate (social) responsibility has become the jargon of the first camp, encouraging voluntary and self regulatory measures of business sector; corporate (social) accountability has certainly been a lingo for the second one, advocating regulatory framework to force private sector to comply with existing laws. To what extent can these two views reach a meeting point? Is ‘self regulatory’ and ‘voluntary’ action adequate to ensure social responsibility of business? Does regulatory framework suffice to hold private sector accountable? This presentation provides some snapshots of some business practices in Indonesia to understand the tension between these two poles. It argues that these contrasting views may have rooted deeply in the conception of power and centres of power. Power is polycentric rather than monocentric: it is emanating from one centre, given the paradoxical nature of the societal life. Power is also asymmetrical. Therefore any socially consequential exercise of power should not escape the democratic and accountability criteria –be they done by public agencies, community organisations, or business firms. The underlying reason is sound and clear: for any exercise of power, the benefit has to be for the whole society.
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